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Introduction

Although mortgage rates continue to
remain near record lows, the surge of
refinances that started last year has
slowed and is trending lower than
2020 levels with each passing month.
There are strong indications that the
overall volume decline will continue
as economic growth rebounds and
experts anticipate steadily rising
interest rates.1
As the industry shifts from an emphasis
on refinance to purchase originations,
mortgage bankers are looking to
leverage technology to speed up their
origination processes and make them
more efficient. They also want to meet

customer demands for a contact-free,
tech-enabled digital mortgage.2
With already-busy schedules, mortgage
bankers need a device-independent
loan origination system (LOS) that will
reduce processing time, effortlessly
scale with demand, handle compliance,
allow for document exchange with
the borrower, power a modern work
environment and more.
This white paper will cover how
cloud-based LOS’s can help mortgage
bankers tackle purchase demands in a
hot market.

https://www.housingwire.com/articles/mortgage-rates-fall-back-down-to-2-9/
https://www.jdpower.com/business/press-releases/2020-us-consumer-lending-satisfaction-study
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The Challenges for Mortgage Bankers

Although last year’s volume spikes led to novel
challenges, the ease at which refinance calls
rolled in and the simplicity of managing those
applications was a boom to business. But now,
the number of homeowners who could benefit
from refinancing at today’s slightly higher rates
continue to decline, indicating that the industry
is unlikely to experience another refi wave in
the near-term.
The focus is now shifting to competing for
the more high-touch purchase originations.
However, a key challenge facing mortgage
bankers is working at the fast pace of today’s
post-pandemic, red-hot real estate market,
which necessitates a speedier lending process
that reduces both decisioning and closing
times while navigating compliance changes and
meets customers’ digital-first expectations.
Borrowers’ inclination toward digital, contactfree methods was steadily growing even before
the pandemic accelerated usage of techenabled remote transactions. In fact, borrowers
were using tools like online applications,
mobile apps and eSigning at rates above
70% whenever lenders made those options
available.3 Similarly, digital closings skyrocketed
in the last year as well.4
As the pandemic wanes and the economy
reopens, lenders are continuing to invest in
these digital technologies. As each piece of
the mortgage process shifts from manually

intensive to automated or tech-enabled, it is
gradually improving the mortgage experience
for borrowers by way of convenience. In prepandemic days, the benefit of convenience
was a nice-to-have and even a preference,
but not an expectation. Now, post- pandemic,
the majority of transactions have shifted
to the digital space, and convenience has
become an expectation. This is why borrowers
are increasingly requesting a contact-free
mortgage.
Financial institutions that have not already
implemented digital mortgage technology can
expect to lose business to more tech-forward
lenders who are delivering the convenience
and speed that borrowers demand.
Digital mortgage technology not only benefits
borrowers, it also enables lenders to eliminate
their biggest workflow bottlenecks. Data
collection, for example, can be transformed
from a long, multi-touchpoint, labor-intensive
endeavor to a seamless process that is built
into the digital workflow. Likewise, asset
verification can be achieved through a simple
Application Programming Interface (API) that
provides the lender with data directly from
the borrower’s financial institution, which also
helps reduce fraud risk. These efficiency gains
greatly reduce friction and process times—a
win for lenders and borrowers alike.

https://static.elliemae.com/pdf/2019_borrower_insights_ebook.pdf
https://www.housingwire.com/articles/digital-closings-have-spiked-228-since-2019/
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How Path by Calyx Helps Mortgage Bankers

Calyx, an industry leader in loan
origination technology, developed a
fully configurable cloud-based LOS,
called Path. It simplifies the loan
origination process for borrowers
while enabling financial institutions
and mortgage bankers to effortlessly
manage customer demand at scale.
Path integrates seamlessly with
Zip, Calyx’s mortgage point-of-sale
software, to provide borrowers with
a digital experience from the start
and enable an expedited decisioning
process. Zip is mobile-friendly, too,
allowing borrowers to start the loan
process wherever and whenever it’s
convenient for them. Borrowers can
easily capture documents with their
smartphone’s camera and upload them
through the mobile portal on the spot.
As device-independent cloud software,
Path offers flexibility for loan officers
by allowing them to work from
anywhere. It also helps organizations
minimize the operational disruptions
that system-installed, local applications

can cause. The system combines
multiple tech-enabled efficiencies that
speed up the lending process. For
example, it offers paperless document
exchange within the LOS, automatic
collection and verification of borrower
assets for upfront prequalification,
eSign capabilities and seamless access
to GSE underwriting systems. Path also
improves accountability by allowing
underwriters to issue a condition to
different roles.
The system’s built-in Agile Compliance
provides proactive, automated
compliance alerts, audit trails, feehistory tracking and rules-engine
capabilities. It has a fully configurable
compliance workflow that runs
parallel to the user’s own loan
workflow for maximum transparency
via customizable tracking. Finally,
it has direct integrations with
industry-leading companies, such
as LoanScorecard, FraudGuard,
ComplianceEase, Equifax, FormFree
and CoreLogic.
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Conclusion

As mortgage bankers shift focus from refinances to purchase originations, they are
looking for technology that will speed up their lending process, reduce bottlenecks and
meet customer demands for a convenient, contact-free digital mortgage. Path by Calyx
is a cloud-based LOS that simplifies and improves the loan origination process through
automated workflows, built-in compliance capabilities and integrations with industryleading partners.
Request a live demo

to see how Path can elevate your business.

